3rd & Townsend Queue Jump

SFMTA Board of Directors
March 17, 2020
3rd/4th St SoMa Bus Improvements

- **Feb** – 3rd St Muni Forward approved
- **Apr** – 8/30/45 return to 4th St
- **Jul** – 4th St changes S of Harrison approved
- **Oct** – 4th St Muni Forward approved (N of Folsom)
Quick-Build Program

• This project was already in development, and is not on defined corridor ...

• ... but is type of project – queue jump – that covered under Transit Quick-Build program
3rd & Townsend Queue Jump

• Northbound 30 & 45 delayed turning left from eastbound Townsend to northbound 3rd St
• Transit-only left-turn lane will allow buses to bypass queue
• Proposal also includes:
  • New terminal for Route 45/new Route 30 drop-off by Caltrain
  • Bike lane shifted to curb
3rd & Townsend Queue Jump

- Improved Crosswalks
- New Pedestrian Bulbs
- Expanded Transit Bulb
- Improved Crosswalks
- Relocated Transit Lane
- New Tow-Away Restrictions
- New Full-Time Turn Lane
- New Pedestrian Bulb
Queue Jump & Bike Lane
45 Terminal & 30 Drop-off

EXISTING

PROPOSED

45 Terminal
30 Terminal

30 Drop-off
30 Terminal
45 Terminal
Outreach, Legislation & Next Steps

- Outreach
  - 170 Off Third, The Beacon

- Legislation
  - Transit-Only Lane
  - New and Expanded Bus Zones
  - Parking and Loading Changes (-14 parking spaces)

- Next Steps
  - Restriping, colorization ASAP